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SUSIE ALLISON
Susie Allison lives and works in Glasgow, Scotland,
and has explored the wild parts of this spectacular
country in all its moods and seasons. A keen
wilderness runner, skier and mountaineer she
hopes to demonstrate that, with a bit of practice,
these wonderful places are accessible to all
determined runners.
A PhD physicist, Susie now works in technology
commercialisation in the energy industry and has
an eye for a challenge. Writing a book to cover
trail running across the whole of Scotland easily
satisfied this simple criteria.

www.scottishtrailrunning.com

NG

70 routes for the off-road runner: these
tried and tested paths and tracks cover the
whole of Scotland, including the islands.
This guide takes runners on a journey of discovery
that starts in suburbia and crosses every kind of
runnable terrain to reach remote glens and farflung islands. Short, simple circuits close to town
will suit beginners while ultra marathons through
Scotland’s wildest mountains will test even the most
experienced runner. The runs are graded to help
progressive development of the skills and confidence
needed to tackle more challenging routes.

TRAIL RUNNING FOR EVERYONE
CLOSE TO TOWN & FAR AFIELD.
ISBN 9781906095628

2ND EDITION
9 781906 095628

www.pesdapress.com

2ND EDITION Susie Allison

She hopes you find this book useful and a source
of inspiration.
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Scottish Trail Running describes off-road routes
for the beginner as well as the experienced
trail runner. The 70 routes range in length from
a 3.5km trail round Neilston Pad just south of
Glasgow to 60km through the Rough Bounds of
Knoydart. They are all great runs; selected for
their runnability and scenery, they include easily
accessible trails close to towns, cities and popular
holiday destinations as well as unforgettable runs
in the more remote parts of the Scottish mainland
and islands. The selection is deliberately diverse
including beaches, woodland, loch shores, river
banks, cliff tops and hill tracks and is chosen
to avoid Scotland’s notorious bogs, tussocks
and boulders. Running is a great way to explore
Scotland. This guide is intended to help runners of
all abilities to develop the skills, confidence and
inspiration to seek out new trails in their local
areas as well as further afield.

FULLY REVISED 2ND EDITION

2ND EDITION
70 GREAT RUNS

• Checked and updated routes
• Maps and profiles updated where affected
• Improved descriptions
• 68 new photos
• Now includes electric vehicle charging points
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